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The high-frequency (HF) meters off ered feature several technical 

innovations, some of them patented. They all come equipped with 
a directional measuring antenna; this antenna helps you to locate 
the source of high-frequency (HF) radiation, whether it is a cell phone 
tower, a base station of a DECT- standard cordless telephone, a wire-
less LAN or some other source of continuous or pulsed microwave 
radiation. Which leads right to the most valuable asset of this series 
of high-frequency meters: with these meters you can measure con-

tinuous radiowaves and microwaves as well as pulsed microwave 

radiation (as used e. g. by GSM, DECT, Bluetooth, W-LAN and TETRA), 
and also “noise-like” signals as used by 3G (UMTS) mobile standards; 
in addition the “professional series” meters HF58B-r and HF59B do al-
low accurate measuring of radar pulses.

For some meters an isotropic antenna is available as an option (HFE-meters); this isotropic antenna 
allows the measuring of fi elds from as low as 27 megahertz. All meters cover the frequency range 
from 800 megahertz to 2500 megahertz, the professional series meters can be used up to 3300 mega-
hertz, with additional tolerance. All high-frequency meters measure True-RMS; this means the power 
(power fl ux density) of the HF-signal is measured directly, and not calculated from another physical 
value measured. This direct measurement of the power eliminates a possible source of error. The toler-
ances are given for each meter, so one can actually calculate the measuring error and the high and low 
tolerance limits. Results of measurement are displayed in microwatts per square meter; recommended 
exposure limits as suggested by the “Standard of building biology: methods of testing” are includ-
ed in the manual. 

All meters are equipped with an audio signal feature. The volume of this sound signal is proportional 
to the fi eld-strength measured. All meters (except HF32D) are also equipped with an audio-analysis 
feature, which is proportional to the low-frequency modulation of the high-frequency signal. This fea-
ture helps to identify the form of the momentarily dominating high-frequency signal, which helps to 
locate the diff erent sources of microwave radiation. All meters are shipped with an extensive manual 
in English and German. The manual includes a detailed description of the measuring process, well 
explained with graphics and pictures.

If you are interested in one of the meters send us an e-mail to contact@emrshieldingsolutions.com.au. 
We will advise you which meter is best used for your area of interest, and you can even get an e-mail 
copy of a manual to decide which meter is the best one for your specifi c application. 
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HFR 4
The HFR 4 is a brand new development; this meter allows for
measuring signals from 1 MHz frequency to 11 GHz frequency.

The meter comes with two antennas included: large antenna for
frequencies from 800 Mhz to 2.4 GHz; smaller antenna for
measuring of frequencies from 2.4 GHz to 11 GHz.

Developed using state of the art German technology; development
of meter supported by University scientists; meter functions
independently certified; function for audio analysis of signal
included.

Technical data
Frequency range: 1 MHz to 6 GHz (with limited accuracy from 1
MHz to 11 GHz).
Power flux density / measurement range: 0.1 microwatts per
square meter to 10,000 microwatts per square meter
(or 6 mV/m to 2000 mV/m).
Accuracy of meter / error margin: +/ 3 dB.
Functions: Signal: peak, peak hold, mean; adjustable speaker
volume; values given in microwatt per square meter or in
mV/m (selectable).
Weight: 300 gramms.
Dimensions: 85 mm x 117 mm x 55 mm (millimeters).
Power: 9 V battery, or recharchable battery; 2 high power
rechargeable batteries plus charging unit included!
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The low-frequency electric and magnetic fi eld meters that we off er 
set new standards for value in this class. All meters are combined 

electric and magnetic fi eld meters (only exception: the ETC-me-
ter) and off er the advantage of not only measuring the magnetic 
fi eld, but also the electric fi eld. Low-frequency electric fi elds are be-
ing reported more and more frequently in private homes and offi  ce 
buildings. This is due to the extensive use of plasterboards (made 
of gypsum) and fl ake boards (made of wood chips) as materials for 
walls in building construction. Walls made of these materials pose 
little or no resistance to the propagation of low-frequency electric 
fi elds, and Building Biologists now recommend measuring of 
those fi elds. 

The entry-level meters off er great product quality and good accuracy at a fair price. The high end 
meters off ered are ideal instruments for the professional user; they off er an extremely wide frequency 
response and an extended measurement range. Results of measurement are given in volts per meter 
(electric fi eld) and nanotesla (magnetic fi eld). A conversion table from nanotesla to milligauss is included. 
Recommended exposure limits as suggested by the “Standard of building biology: methods of test-

ing” are included in the manual. All meters come equipped with an audio signal feature. The volume 
of this audio signal is proportional to the fi eld-strength measured. All meters are shipped with an 
extensive manual. The manual includes a detailed description of the measuring 
process, well explained with graphics and pictures.

If you are interested in one of the meters send us an e-mail to contact@emrshieldingsolutions.com.au. We 
can advise you which meter is best used for your area of interest, and you can even get an e-mail copy of 
a manual to help decide which meter is the best one for your specifi c application. 
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